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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 267 Publisher: Beijing University of
Aeronautics Pub. Date :2011-08-01 version 1. Mechanical design (the author of the Oak King. Ma
Gang. Chen Xinyi) divided by the design method introduces three mechanical design content. The
book's brief introduction of the mechanical design and course content; first strength stiffness
design. introduction shaft. gears and worm gears and other parts of the design guidelines. which
are key parts of the strength of its associated conditions; second friction study design. including the
belt drive and plain bearings. the friction surface of the mechanical characteristics are the key
factors affecting component designs; third design choice of standard parts. including the threaded
connection. shaft connection and bearing. introduced bolts. keys. together coupling and the choice
of standard parts such as bearing design. that design is generally based on design requirements in
the standard series. the first selection of standard parts and then checking for conditions. or based
on calculations used in the standard series of standard parts. The materials for mechanical
engineering colleges. nearly all professional machinery. mechanical parts can be used as...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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